ENTRY & EXIT PROTOCOL

FOR INCOMING COVID-19 TRANSFERS & DISCHARGE PATIENT

- Nursing supervisor will be notified of transfer need

- Nursing supervisor will obtain estimated time of arrival of transfer, instruct Ambulance service of drop off location (in round about main entrance green parking, which is marked)

- Nursing Supervisor will notify Security of eta and have them stand by in appropriate PPE, (Mask, gloves and googles) for access from exterior door into facility

- Upon completion of the transfer, Security will lock the exterior door and notify EVS for appropriate cleaning of that space.

POSTIVE COVID-19 PATIENT DISCHARGE

- Once it’s been determined a patient with COVID-19 can be discharged, the patient will be required to exit from the Dietary glass doors located on the first floor right past the lab draw station in North Tower.

- Security will be notified of time of departure and doors unlocked for patient to exit the building, Security is to have appropriate PPE (Mask/gloves/googles)

- Patient’s ride should be instructed to come to roundabout and wait in the green loading and unloading designed area.

- Once the patient has left the premises, Security will notify EVS for appropriate cleaning.